## Tutorial 2: Bonus session - getting started with Hadoop on Dumbo

**HPC at NYU**

- Back to the NYU HPC Wiki
- Back to Tutorials index
- Back to the Introduction
- Prequel: preparing your workstation for the HPC access (and this tutorial)

### Accessing software with Environment Modules

- Job scripts and how to reserve resources
  - Introduction to job scheduling
  - Submitting a job with `qsub`
  - Requesting resources
    - Requesting GPUs
    - Requesting compute nodes
  - Using compute nodes interactively
Bonus session - getting started with Hadoop on Dumbo

Hadoop is a big topic - we won't cover much here. But NYU HPC has an Hadoop cluster, "dumbo", and it is available to all HPC users.

Our Hadoop experience and support is still in its infancy, so you may discover things which don't work as expected - let us kow!